Abstract Lead ions (Pb 2+ ) possess characteristics similar to Ca
Introduction
Lead is a post-transition heavy metal whose usual ionic form is +2 (Pb 2+ ) (Casas and Sordo 2011) . It is basically a nonbiodegradable, toxic material that is found naturally and has widespread human uses, but can also cause significant environmental contamination. Human exposure to organic or inorganic lead can result in acute or chronic poisoning. Thus, it is a relevant worldwide health problem (Gidlow 2015) . Though lead intoxication in humans has diminished since the prohibition of lead addition to gasoline and paint, it is still a problem for certain populations at risk of exposure related to the manufacturing and disposal of some car batteries and other commercial products. It has been estimated by the WHO Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation that nearly 1 million people died worldwide in 2013 because of lead poisoning (Organization 2016) .
Lead has been in use by humans for different purposes since approximately 4000 BC. It began to be recognized as toxic around 200 BC, but its toxicity was clearly identified after the seminal work by Burton and Turner in the nineteenth century (Pearce 2007) . Since then, lead toxicity began to be recognized and characterized in children and adults (Chandran and Cataldo 2010) . Chronic exposure to lead has effects on the nervous system, mainly during its development. It produces neurocognitive, behavioral and psychiatric problems. It also impairs renal and reproductive functions, causes anemia, diminishes vitamin D levels and increases the risk for hypertension (Rosin 2009 ). Initially, acute or chronic lead poisoning was recognized by the association of high blood Pb 2+ levels with non-specific signs and symptoms (Patrick 2006b ). The blood threshold limit for safety to lead exposure has been estimated at 10 μg/dl, but, as our knowledge increases, there appears to be no apparent threshold for safety to lead exposure (Vorvolakos et al. 2016) . Many studies on lead toxicity have focused on its neurotoxicity and effects on cognitive development and intellectual impairment in children (Bellinger et al. 1987; Canfield et al. 2003; Lidsky and Schneider 2003) .
While it can be hypothesized that lead exposure affects heart functioning, lead cardiotoxicity has been largely overlooked. Pb 2+ exhibits some chemical similarities with calcium ion (Ca 2+ ) that can help to explain the molecular mechanisms of lead toxicity and why the former is toxic, whereas the latter is not (Kirberger and Yang 2008; Simons 1992) . The Shannon effective ionic radius is similar in both metal ions (1.14 Å for Ca 2+ compared to 0.95 to 1.33 Å for different ionic forms of lead) in solution (Shannon 1976 ). This has been attributed to the lanthanide contraction of electron orbitals due to the poor shielding of the nucleus by the 4f 14 electrons (Housecroft and Sharpe 2012) . In addition, like Ca 2 , Pb 2+ exhibits a face-centered cubic structure, resulting in the same coordination number (8) (Schwerdtfeger 2002) . Finally, their charge-to-ionic radius ratios are also similar (1.79 for Ca 2+ , 1.55 for Pb 2+ ) (Schwerdtfeger 2002) . Many of the effects of lead toxicity are due to the fact that, because of its similarity with Ca 2+ , Pb 2+ can interfere with many intracellular processes in which Ca 2+ is involved, for example, as a second messenger (Bressler et al. 1999; Simons 1986 Simons , 1992 . This may be due to an important molecular feature, the similarity of the electron orbitals of Pb 2+ and Ca 2+ that has been implicated in lead toxicity. For example, the outer shell electrons orbitals are 4s 2 for Ca 2+ and 6s 2 and 6p 2 for Pb
2+
. It is easier for lead to lose the s orbitals, resulting in the most common oxidized state of +2, instead of +4. However, due to its different atomic number, Ca 2+ has only underlying 3p 6 electron orbitals, whereas Pb 2 has low-lying p plus d orbitals (6p 2 , 5d 10 and 5p 6 ) (Haynes 2016) . Due to this difference, Pb 2+ has a greater tendency than Ca 2+ to form strong bounds with anions and specific elements (Martell and Smith 1974; Nieboer and Richardson 1980; Sillen et al. 1964; Simons 1986 Simons , 1992 . This is particularly relevant to nitrogen and sulfur atoms in biomolecules, as they are particularly susceptible to form covalent bonds with Pb 2+ . Because of this, Pb 2+ can modify biomolecules, resulting in another molecular mechanism that can result in lead toxicity. Finally, biochemical reactions promoted by exposure to heavy metals, in general, are particularly important in generating cellular free radical oxidants (Dietz et al. 1999; Lopes et al. 2016; Patrick 2006a) .
Utilizing the various mechanisms stated above, Pb 2+ can interfere with ion channels, receptors and transporters, altering intracellular Ca 2+ homeostasis, and these actions can explain, in part, the pathogenesis of lead poisoning and its production of symptoms in animals and humans (Atchison 2003; Audesirk 1993; Oortgiesen et al. 1993) . Thus, lead ions can alter the direct function of ion channels by binding to calcium affinity sites or by redox modification (Atchison 2003; Lopes et al. 2016) . Neurotoxicity of lead exposure has been extensively studied and many ion channels, receptors, transporters and pumps have been directly or indirectly implicated in lead toxic effects (Baranowska-Bosiacka et al. 2012; Kursula and Majava 2007; Neal and Guilarte 2010) .
It has been reported, mostly from experiments in isolated neurons, that voltage-dependent calcium channels (VGCC) can be directly affected by lead ion exposure (Atchison 2003; Bernal et al. 1997; Busselberg 1995; Busselberg et al. 1994b; Peng et al. 2002) . In addition, lead ions can directly bind to calmodulin (Kursula and Majava 2007; Wilson and Brunger 2003) , and calmodulin has been implicated in the ion-dependent inactivation of L-type calcium channels (Halling et al. 2005; Qin et al. 1999; Zuhlke et al. 1999) . However, detailed studies of lead exposure on inactivation or gating currents of these channels have not been conducted. Lead ions do not irreversibly block VGCC, and in some cells VGCC have been reported as one of the main pathways of cellular entry of lead ions (Simons and Pocock 1987) .
Other calcium permeable channels have been studied as targets during lead poisoning, especially in the central nervous system. NMDA receptors are known to be inhibited by lead ion exposure, resulting in memory problems related to longterm potentiation and cognitive dysfunction (Busselberg et al. 1994a; Cory-Slechta et al. 1997; Gavazzo et al. 2001; Guilarte 1997; Karri et al. 2016) . Pb 2+ has been shown to enter cells through TrpC1 channels as well as playing a role in stimulating TrpC5 channels at extracellular concentrations around 1 μM (Sukumar and Beech 2010; Zhang et al. 2014 ). Other channels reported as pathways of entry of Pb 2+ into cells are the store-operated Ca 2+ channel complex Orai1-STIM1 (Chiu et al. 2009 ). TrpM channels can be completely blocked by concentrations of Pb 2+ around 10 μM (Sukumar and Beech 2010) . Voltage-gated sodium channels in hippocampal CA1 neurons have also been shown to be inhibited and inactivated by Pb 2+ concentrations around 100 μM, (Gu et al. 2005; Yan et al. 2008) . The effects on sodium channels due to chronic Pb 2+ exposure during development in rats has been studied by Yan et al. (2008) . Lead ions have also been reported to reversibly inhibit delayed and transient outward potassium currents in hippocampal neurons (Madeja et al. 1995 (Madeja et al. , 1997 Yu et al. 2003) . These effects were found in both steady-state activation and inactivation experiments (Madeja et al. 1997; Yu et al. 2003) ; however, similar findings were not observed in Kv channels from outer hair cells (Liang et al. 2004) . In addition to the NMDA receptor, acute lead exposure has been reported to modify the action of other receptors by modifying their function and also reducing their expression levels during chronic exposures (Marchetti 2014; Vijverberg et al. 1994b ).
Susceptibility to lead poisoning is particularly important during early development, because the brain structure is not yet mature, and lead ions can more easily penetrate the bloodbrain barrier (Goasdoue et al. 2016) . After its entry into the central nervous system, lead can be found stored in glial cells, affecting nearby neurons and synaptic transmission (Baranowska-Bosiacka et al. 2012; Marchetti 2014) . Initial reports concluded that dopamine receptors are not modified by lead (Winder and Lazareno 1985) ; however, subsequent studies found changes in these receptors during chronic exposure to lead. Dopamine receptors in the mesocorticolimbic pathway are altered by Pb 2+ , leading to hyper-or hypodopaminergic responses related to the timing of lead exposure and its effects on different regions of the mesocorticolimbic pathway (Gedeon et al. 2001) . More recently, these changes have been speculated to play a role in the development of schizophrenia (Stansfield et al. 2015) . Similar to glutamate receptors (especially NMDA receptors), GABA receptor functioning and GABA release at presynaptic locations are impaired by lead exposure, either in their excitatory phase during development or at later stages in life (Stansfield et al. 2015; Wirbisky et al. 2014; Xiao et al. 2006; Zizza et al. 2013) . Inhibition of GABA release can be linked to VGCC blockage by Pb
, and this has been proposed as a possible explanation for cognitive disorders caused by lead exposure (Xiao et al. 2006 ). In addition, nicotinic cholinergic receptors (nACh) in the rat hippocampus have been shown to be affected by lead, resulting in lead ion activation of PKC, which in turn inhibits the function of nACh ligand gated channels, affecting excitatory as well as inhibitory pathways involving glutamate and GABA release (Braga et al. 2004) . The direct blocking effects of lead ions on nACh have also been reported (Oortgiesen et al. 1990 ). Exposure to lead ions in structures of the mesolimbic pathway in rats during early development also stimulated or inhibited the function and the expression of purinergic receptors in distinct ways for different regions of this pathway (Baranowska-Bosiacka et al. 2016) .
Several membrane ion transporters have been implicated in the uptake of lead ions into cells. Among these are the divalent metal transporters or DMT1 transporters. In astrocytes, in addition to DMT1 transporters, pH-sensitive transporters have also been implicated in lead toxic effects Cheong et al. 2004) . Lead toxicity in astrocytes may also influence the metabolism of neurons through interactions with glutamate transporters (Struzynska 2005 (Struzynska , 2009 ). In addition, zinc transporters may also play a role in lead toxicity, by increasing cellular uptake of Pb 2+ (Fu et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2007 ). In yeast and plants, which store Pb 2+ in lead-polluted environments, P1B-ATPase and ABC transporters appear to play a role either in the uptake of lead ions or in lead detoxification through vacuolar transport inside these cells (Gravot et al. 2004; Sousa et al. 2015) . Aquaporins may also play a role in lead accumulation in vegetables and some marine animals (Amado et al. 2012; Przedpelska-Wasowicz and Wierzbicka 2011) . Differential effects of Pb 2+ have been reported regarding Na + /K + pump activity in different cells (Fox et al. 1991) . Although the binding affinities for Na + and K + are not affected, exposure to Pb 2+ seems to restrict the pump to a phosphorylated state (the E2 conformational state) (Bartolommei et al. 2010) . Pb 2+ interferes with calcium homeostasis mechanisms by altering Ca 2+ channels that are also pathways of lead ion cellular uptake or by effects on intracellular Ca 2+ channels and transporters. The interference of Pb 2+ with intracellular Ca 2+ homeostasis has been previously recognized (Pounds 1984; Simons 1986 Simons , 1993 . These effects were proposed, in part, to be due to the shared affinity of Ca 2+ and Pb 2+ by the same binding sites in Ca
-binding proteins and enzymes (Goering 1993; Gorkhali et al. 2016; Habermann et al. 1983; Kirberger et al. 2013; Kirberger and Yang 2008; Ouyang and Vogel 1998) .
Bones are also an important target during lead poisoning, as lead ions can be stored in bones by displacing Ca 2+ and interfering with the normal metabolism of bone cells (Rosen and Pounds 1989) . In many cells, such as endocrine and smooth muscle cells, calcium-activated potassium channels participate in the mechanisms of calcium homeostasis (Orio et al. 2002) . The effect of lead ions in small, intermediate and large conductance calcium-activated K + channels seems to be different among various isoforms in diverse cell types (Vijverberg et al. 1994a ). A precise oscillation of Ca 2+ is needed for the normal development of embryos in many animals (Armant 2015) . For example, it has been reported in zebrafish that lead ions interfere with this process, leading to abnormal embryo development (Chen et al. 2009 ).
Normal heart function critically depends on good temporal and spatial correlations between ion channels, transporters and intracellular Ca
. As such, these channels and transporters are likely targets during lead poisoning. Moreover, there are some clinical reports about heart effects seen during lead poisoning, but there are only a few studies that have attempted to understand the effects of lead exposure in the heart at the molecular level (Basha et al. 2012; Bhatnagar 2006; Kurppa et al. 1984; Missiaen et al. 2000; Scoote and Williams 2004; Silva et al. 2015; Taylor 1996; Tollestrup et al. 1995; Williams et al. 1983) . In this paper, we study the effects of Pb 2+ on contractility, heart rate and arrhythmias in isolated heart cells from guinea pigs and mice. We also report the effects of acute lead ion exposure of the Cav1.2 L-type calcium channels in the heart. We show that acute exposure to inorganic Pb 2+ (in the concentration range 0-100 μM) has negative inotropic effect, such as incremental effects on diastolic pressure and arrhythmic patterns, in isolated guinea pig hearts. We also show that Pb 2+ in the same concentration range blocks L-type Cav1.2 channels and increases their fast inactivation. In addition, action potentials are reduced in amplitude and elongated in the presence similar concentrations of lead ions. These findings show that the heart could be an important Pb 2+ target, especially during acute exposures to lead. Therefore, we suggest that heart function must be clinically monitored in these situations, especially when the levels of free Pb 2+ are likely to be relatively high, in the range of μM.
Alterations in cardiac function produced by acute exposure to Pb 2+ in isolated guinea pig hearts Guinea pigs weighing approximately 300 g were sacrificed according to bio-ethical procedures accepted by the American Association for Laboratory Animal Sciences (IACUC/AALAS). The protocol was submitted and approved by the Uruguayan Honorary Committee on Animal Ethics (CHEA) (Application 071140-001788-09). To avoid suffering, the animals were sacrificed by fast cervical dislocation. This procedure had to be used, because anesthetics can alter functioning of the hearts to be isolated, producing an artificial cardiorespiratory depression (Heavner 2002). Hearts were rapidly removed from the animals (in less than 1 min), and the aortas were perfused with a gravity-driven coronary retro-perfusion system (50-80 mmHg) using Tyrode's solution with 1.8 mM Ca 2+ warmed to 37°C and bubbled with oxygen at a constant pressure of 50-100 kPa as described in Costa et al. (2014) . After cannulating the heart, the removal of blood from the coronary arteries was monitored. Tyrode's solution flow varied between 12 and 18 ml/min. After the hearts were stable, a tiny incision that did not damage heart vessels was made in the left wall of each heart. A small clip was fixed and connected from the base of the papillary muscles to a FT-03 transducer with an inextensible thread to measure tension (Grass Astromed). Electrical records were obtained with two non-polarizible Ag + /AgCl electrodes positioned at both ends of the papillary muscle. Alternatively, platinum electrodes were used. If required to initiate a particular fixed beating frequency, stimulating electrodes were added. The signals were amplified 100 times and filtered at 10-100 Hz after acquisition through a Mini-Digi Model 1A at 1 KHz using an Axoscope Model 9.2 (Axon Instruments, now Molecular Devices). Data was analyzed with Clampfit (Axon Instruments, Molecular Devices) and later processed with Sigma SYSTAT software. Results corresponding to the same type of experiment are shown as mean ± SEM. This procedure allowed us to monitor heart function simultaneously by their contractility and excitability.
To explore the acute effects of lead ions on isolated hearts, inorganic Pb 2+ (as PbCl 2 ) was added to Tyrode's solution at different concentrations. In Fig. 1a , the effects of applying different concentrations of PbCl 2 on the inotropism/contractility of the isolated hearts are shown. Increasing concentrations of Pb 2+ (1-200 μM) decreased the amplitude of the contractile force recorded at the papillary muscle, measured as tension to normalize force for different surfaces of muscles (force/surface of recording). These results were also obtained when monitoring tension in other regions of the isolated heart or the whole heart (data not shown). Isolated hearts were allowed to beat at their own pace in this set of experiments. After applying each dose of extracellular Pb 2+ , we waited long enough for the hearts to equilibrate, usually 5-10 min, so that we could record during a period that their contraction patterns were stable. We then explored the effects of different concentrations of Pb 2+ on the amplitudes of contraction. It is interesting to note that at relatively low concentrations of Pb 2+ (1-20 μM), the contraction patterns lost their amplitude stabilities over time. At higher concentrations of Pb 2+ (>100 μM), the contraction amplitudes diminished even more, and, at doses above 200 μM of Pb 2+ , 40% of the hearts underwent cardiac arrest. In Fig. 1b , a dose-response curve of the amplitude of contraction versus lead concentration is shown for isolated hearts (n = 6). The amplitude of contraction was found to decay monotonically with increasing concentrations of extracellular Pb 2+ . The midpoint of inhibition where 50% of the amplitude was lost occurred at approximately 50-70 μM Pb 2+ . To confirm this, a Hill equation was used to generate a dose-response curve from the data, where R = Ro + [a* d^h/(IC50^h + d^h)], and R and d are response and dose, respectively, h is the Hill coefficient, a is the maximal variation, and Ro is the asymptotic level. From the Hill equation, an IC50 (half-maximal effect of Pb 2+ concentration) could be estimated at approximately 55 μM and an h of approximately − 2.
Using isolated hearts from neonatal rats fed with Pb 2+ , Williams et al. (1983) reported a negative effect on heart contractility (inotropism). However, in the Williams et al. (1983) experiments, exposure to Pb 2+ could have indirectly altered heart function due to its reported neurotoxic effects. In our experiments we can eliminate that possible explanation, because the Pb 2+ was directly applied onto the isolated hearts and was not fed to the intact animals. Moreover, in leadtreated Wistar rats, chronic exposure to Pb 2+ resulted in changes in myocardial contractility, although these changes were not as dramatic as those seen in acute lead exposures (at higher Pb 2+ doses). This work also mentioned the possibility that lead exposure causes deleterious effects on blood vessels (Fioresi et al. 2014; Simoes et al. 2011) . The reported effects from chronic Pb 2+ exposure can take place with variations (or not) in the diastolic tension. Incremental changes in diastolic tension suggested that there were changes in intracellular Ca 2+ and/or effects of lead on promoting direct interactions between actin and myosin, or other possible effects.
In a series of experiments on isolated hearts extracellular Pb 2+ was increased from 0 to 100 μM, and the effects of Pb 2+ on diastolic tension, contractile activation-relaxation and heart rate were recorded (Figs. 2, 3, 4) . For example, a plot of force amplitude versus time revealed the effects of Pb 2+ on heart rate in a low-time resolution plot is shown in Fig. 2 , in which heart contractions are presented as thick lines. The red vertical line indicates the time at which Pb 2+ was first placed into the extracellular solution. This experiment was performed by increasing Pb 2+ concentrations in 20-μM increments every 10 s until a concentration of 100 μM Pb 2+ was achieved, or after a total of approximately 50 s. The lower level of contraction amplitude represents the basal diastolic tension. It can be seen that extracellular application of Pb 2+ increased the basal tension and that a stationary level was achieved quite rapidly after the extracellular application of Pb 2+ (50-60 s, almost simultaneously with the added increments of extracellular Pb 2+ ). After a stationary level was reached (after the application of 100 μM Pb 2+ ), the irregularities in amplitude of force contraction described above were seen quite frequently as different alternating peak amplitudes. This effect of Pb 2+ has not been thoroughly studied. There are a few reports regarding the inhibition of the ATPase cycling rate by Pb 2+ in actomyosin complexes isolated from the smooth muscle of uterus after oral lead administration (Dabyntseva et al. 1995; Labyntseva et al. 1998 ). This would be consistent with our findings in isolated hearts, although the changes in resting tension could also be due to incremental changes in resting intracellular Ca 2+ concentrations due to increasing Pb 2+ concentrations. Both explanations are possible and not mutually exclusive.
Analysis of the first derivative of tension versus time plots (dT/dt) of a typical control and Pb
-treated hearts are shown in Fig. 3 . The first derivative of the contractile activity represents the velocity of contraction for the activation and deactivation of contractility, respectively. This was obtained by numerical calculus using a program we developed under Sigma SYSTAT software, or lim h→0 [f(x + h)-f(x)/h]. The upper part of Fig. 3a represents the traces in controls as a cloud of data points and as a line for the average filtered signal for eight superimposed representative traces. This procedure was done to minimize noise in the primary data and to obtain a first derivative of these data devoid of the usual noise. As shown in the lower part of Fig. 3a , the horizontal line corresponds to a first derivative equal to zero, and as such it will be reached during the peak of the contraction and also when full relaxation without appreciable variation of tension begins. The vertical lines indicate particular moments of correspondence between the contraction and first derivative data (lines b, d, f in Fig. 3a when the first derivative is zero). Note the correspondence between the primary recording of maximal (positive) activation velocities and the minimal (negative) velocities with the first derivative data (lines a, c, e and g in Fig. 3a) . The maximal and minimal velocities for activation and 3 Acute Pb 2+ exposure modifies the velocities for contractile activation and relaxation. a Upper panel Control recordings of tension versus time. The thick line represents the average filtered trace (n = 8). The dots represent several control contractions for this particular heart. Lower panel The first derivative dT/dt of the record shown in (a) was calculated using numerical calculus. The horizontal line corresponds to zero. The vertical lines show that the maximum velocity of contraction occurs at half-activation (a, e). The peak of contraction and the lowest diastolic tension corresponds to zero (b, d, f) , and the minimal (negative) velocity occurs approximately at the time of half-deactivation of the contraction (c, g). b
Upper panel The tension recordings are as in (a), but with Pb 2+ at 80 μM. Lower panel Same as in (a, lower panel), except with 80 μM Pb 2+ . The horizontal line corresponds to zero and the letters at each of the vertical lines have the same meaning as in (a). Note that exposure of the isolated heart to Pb 2+ at 80 μM affects both activation and deactivation velocities, but the effect is more dramatic on the velocity of activation 100 M Pb 2+ 2+ 1.8 mM Ca 2+ Fig. 2 Increasing the extracelular Pb 2+ concentration increases the resting diastolic tension in isolated hearts. Recordings of amplitude of contraction versus time are shown at low temporal resolution in order to demonstrate the behavior of minimal levels of tension during the application of extracellular Pb 2+ (at 0-100 μM). Extracellular Pb 2+ was applied after the red line. Concomitantly, the resting level of basal diastolic tension increased until it reached a stationary value, which was higher than the one observed in the control (before the red line). Interestingly, the appearance of the contractions after reaching the stationary value are also more spread out and unpredictable with respect to their high and low values when compared with the control maximal and minimal velocities in control and lead-treated hearts, 20% for maximal velocities compared to 40% for minimal velocities).
Activation of contraction is related to Ca 2+ release from the SR, diffusion to the sarcoplasm and binding to troponin C, whereas relaxation is related to Ca 2+ pump activity by SERCA inside the SR, Ca 2+ uptake by mitochondria, and Ca 2+ extrusion to the extracellular media (Dibb et al. 2007 ). This suggests that the release of Ca 2+ from the SR is more likely affected by Pb 2+ than the mechanisms that remove Ca 2+ from the sarcoplasm. It is also consistent with findings in other cell types where Pb 2+ was found to increase Ca 2+ release (Gorkhali et al. 2016; Jang et al. 2008; Sandhir and Gill 1994; Wang et al. 2015; Westerink and Vijverberg 2002) and a report related to chronic lead exposure to rat hearts (Fioresi et al. 2014) .
To determine roughly how the whole isolated heart can be affected by acute Pb 2+ exposure, we measured the electrical activity. Figure 4 shows simultaneous recordings of monophasic action potentials in the papillary muscle and how electrical activity, such as heart rate and likelihood of obtaining arrhythmias per analyzed bins, are affected by acute extracellular Pb 2+ exposure. To obtain compound monophasic action potentials one electrode was kept active on one end of the papillary muscle, while the other was connected to ground at the other, damaged end of the muscle. This was arranged to follow a parallel array of cylindrical fibers with cardiomyocytes (Jochim et al. 1935; Yang and Kittnar 2010) . Simultaneous recordings of monophasic action potentials and tension versus time are shown in a control and an experiment with extracellular Pb 2+ at concentrations of 10 and 50 μM (Fig. 4a) , the plateau almost disappeared, the action potentials lasted longer and their amplitudes were lower. This result suggests that Pb 2+ blocks Cav1.2 channels, and, at higher doses, possibly K + channels as well. These results are consistent with previous reports using other cell types, and can explain the toxic actions of lead (Atchison 2003; Liang et al. 2004; Madeja et al. , 1997; Peng et al. 2002; Yu et al. 2003) .
We found that heart beat rate increases at intermediate Pb
concentrations and diminishes at higher doses (Fig. 4a) . Anomalous heart beats that yield irregular contractions with time, and/or amplitude changes, occur with increasing concentrations of Pb
. For example, at 50 μM Pb 2+ early afterdepolarization, irregularities appear quite frequently, and isolated hearts are prone to arrhythmias (Weiss et al. 2010 ). In Fig. 4b , the dependence of heart beat rate with respect to extracellular lead concentration is shown for 6 isolated hearts. The heart rate is initially increased by extracellular lead in the concentration range of 1-20 μM, but at concentrations above 20 μM Pb 2+ it begins to decay below the control heart rate. Concomitantly, the shapes of monophasic action potentials change at Pb Extracellular lead ion affects heart rate in a dual dose-dependent manner and makes the heart susceptible to arrhythmias. a Simultaneous recordings of tension and monophasic action potentials in isolated hearts. At higher doses of extracellular Pb 2+ early after-depolarizations are frequent, yielding contractions altered in amplitude and time. b The heart rate increases with increasing concentrations of Pb 2+ at low dose levels but diminishes with increasing concentrations of Pb 2+ above 20 μM (n = 8). c Anomalous heart beats indicative of the susceptibility of the heart to arrhythmias, such as early after-depolarizations, increase quite significantly at concentrations of Pb 2+ above 20 μM (n = 8) Prozialeck et al. 2008) . It may also suggest that, at doses of Pb 2+ above 20 μM, there could be blockage of HCN channels at the sinusal nodes, although this has not yet been examined. The only indirect evidence in agreement with this result is that exposure to lead during rat development increases the threshold to seizures provoked by chemicals (Chen and Chan 2002) .
During the repolarization or resting periods heart afterdepolarization events can be observed more frequently as the extracellular concentration of Pb 2+ is increased (Fig. 4) . For example, in Fig. 4c , the average numbers of anomalous events per bin are plotted against the extracellular concentration of Pb
. Increasing extracellular lead increases arrhythmias in the range of Pb 2+ concentrations of 10-100 μM. In parallel to these acute effects by Pb 2+ that are likely explained by their effects on ion channels, receptors and transporters, there have been reported metabolic changes in hearts due to Pb 2+ , especially after chronic exposure to lead (Ansari et al. 2013; Kopp et al. 1980) . In summary, in this section, we have reported our findings on how cardiac function is affected by the acute exposure to Pb 2+ in isolated guinea pig hearts.
Extracellular Pb 2+ blocks Cav1.2 channels in isolated cardiomyocytes
The data from isolated hearts, like those presented in Fig. 4 , suggest that Pb 2+ blocks currents through Cav1.2 channels (ICa). To test this hypothesis, we isolated cardiomyocytes from guinea pig hearts, recorded ICa, and then applied extracellular Pb 2+ to the cells and measured ICa. Myocytes were isolated using the methods of Mitra and Morad with minor modifications (Ferreira 1992; Ferreira et al. 1997a; Mitra and Morad 1985) . The solutions used for myocyte isolation and Pb 2+ exposure are described in Ferreira et al. (1997a) . After rinsing, the enzymatically treated isolated hearts in Tyrode's solution with 0.2 mM Ca 2+ , the tissue was minced into 1-mm slices at 37°C in the same solution. Cells were dispersed by agitation at 37°C for 5-10 min under bubbling O 2 , and the released cells were then forced through a 200 × 200 μm mesh and placed in petri dishes with Tyrode's solution containing 1.8 mM Ca 2+ at room temperature. Extracellular Ca 2+ was increased to 5 mM before patching, and then switched back to the normal Tyrode's solution with 1.8 mM Ca
2+
. The cells were placed into a chamber on an inverted microscope, and effective cell isolation was estimated in normal Tyrode's solution as the percentage of rod-shaped striated cells divided by the total number of cells counted per field using an average of 10 fields. It was routinely 40 ± 8%. An extracellular perfusion system was devised in order to obtain laminar flow of extracellular solutions immediately on the surfaces of the patched cells. Whole-cell patch clamp was accomplished using rod-shaped cardiomyocytes, following the usual procedures described for patch clamping (Hamill et al. 1981; Sakmann and Neher 2009) . To record ICa, extracellular solutions were normal Tyrode's solution with 1.8 mM Ca 2+ (control or reference situations) and normal Tyrode with 1.8 mM Ca 2+ plus various concentrations of PbCl 2 . We also used extracellular and intracellular solutions as described in Ferreira et al. (1997a) . Pipettes were prepared from borosilicate glass without filaments (Corning 7052-7056) in a Sutter puller (Model P-2000) and polished with a Narishige microforge (model MF-900). When the prepared pipettes were filled with the intracellular or extracellular solutions, they had a resistance of 1-3 MΩ. The time constant for clamping under these conditions was approximately 0.8 ms. Pipettes were held in a head stage of 500 MΩ resistance connected to a patch clamp amplifier (AM-Systems 2400). Recordings were acquired with a Digidata Model 1322A (Axon Instruments, Molecular Devices), using pClamp 9 (Axon Instruments, Molecular Devices). Sampling frequency varied between 10 and 20 Khz, and records were filtered at 5 KHz. Control pulses were obtained with a P/4 protocol from a holding potential of − 90 mV. After the data were collected, they were analyzed with Clampfit (Axon Instruments, Molecular Devices) and later processed with Sigma SYSTAT software.
The results of applying 30 μM Pb 2+ to the isolated guinea pig cardiomyocytes and measuring ICa through Cav1.2 channels are shown in Fig. 5 . The pulse protocol is shown in Fig. 5a . The holding potential was − 90 mV. To eliminate sodium ion currents (INa), we applied a 50 ms prepulse at − 40 mV. To record ICa near its maximum peak, pulses were applied from − 40 to 0 or + 20 mV (Ferreira et al. 1997a, b) . In Fig. 5b , the ICa elicited by pulses from − 40 to + 20 mVare shown from the initial control, to the traces found with 30 μM Pb 2+ (Fig. 5b, left panel) . In agreement with our hypothesis and the results found with isolated guinea pig hearts, ICa was blocked or reduced significantly by 30 μM Pb
. Since we placed a microperfusion pipette on top of the patched cells under laminar flow, the extracellular perfusion exposed the cells to Pb 2+ almost instantaneously. Washout from a Pb 2+ extracellular solution to a normal reference Tyrode's solution showed that lead blockage of Cav1.2 channels is fully reversible (Fig. 5b, right panel) . It is interesting that the kinetics of the current by the end of the pulse appears to be different compared to reference and washout traces. This could be explained by interference of Pb 2+ with the inactivation mechanisms of Cav1.2 channels, or by its effect on outward currents by the end of the pulse (for example, by blockage of K + currents). In addition, there could be other non-inactivating currents superimposed on the ICa trace. These did not seem to significantly interfere with our results on this time scale, because replacing K + with methansulfonate did not change dramatically the appearance of the currents and their Pb 2+ blockage. The kinetics of blockage and washout are shown in Fig. 5c . Fig. 5d , a dose-response curve of the normalized ICa peak has been plotted against extracellular Pb 2+ concentration. The symbols in Fig. 5d correspond to averages ± SEM (n = 6). The solid line represents the best fit of a Hill equation. Values for the parameters from the best fit of the Hill equation were 18 ± 8 μM for the IC50 and − 1.28 for h, the Hill coefficient. These values are lower than those reported for the inotropic negative effects of lead ions in isolated hearts (see Fig.  1 ), suggesting that blockage of ICa by lead ions explains partially the negative inotropic effects of Pb
. The properties of Pb 2+ on other Ca 2+− dependent receptors and transporters are likely implicated by our data. Although the IC50 values are somewhat higher for Cav1.2 channels in neurons and in HEK293 cells (~1.5 μM) compared to those found here for isolated cardiomyocytes, a likely explanation is that the dose-response curves from the former were determined using Ba 2+ not Ca 2+ in the supporting solutions (Marchetti 2013) . The affinity of Ba 2+ for the ion permeation pathway and selectivity filter of Cav1.2 channels is less than for Ca 2+ (Li et al. 2010) . Another possible explanation could be that the auxiliary subunits of Cav1.2 channels in neurons and in the heart are different. If this is true, it would imply that Pb 2+ at the concentrations we used may affect not just the main subunit of Cav1.2 channels, but also their auxiliary subunits. This could add diversity about targeting of Cav1.2 channels by Pb 2+ and the observed toxic effects in different cells expressing distinct auxiliary subunits. It is also interesting to note that many blockers of Cav1.2 channels possess high affinities for the pore, and they actually can permeate the channel but at a much lower rate, yielding low channel currents Lansman et al. 1986 ). This would implicate, as it has been proposed in other cells, that VGCC can be pathways for entry of Pb 2+ into the cardiomyocytes (Legare et al. 1998; Tomsig and Suszkiw 1991) .
Extracellular Pb
2+ enhances inactivation of currents through Cav1.2 channels in isolated cardiomyocytes.
After establishing that Pb 2+ blocks ICa through Cav1.2 channels in isolated cardiac myocytes, we then sought to determine if lead ions could affect the gating machinery of these channels. To accomplish this, we designed an experiment to test how activation and inactivation of Cav1.2 channels could be affected by extracellular Pb 2+ . In the pulse protocol (shown in Fig.  6a ), we applied a 50-ms pre-pulse to − 40 mV from a holding potential of − 90 mV to eliminate the INa + signal. Further stimulus test pulses were applied from − 40 mV in steps of 10 mV from − 60 to + 60 mV (arrows) to test ICa at different voltages on a classical current-voltage (I-V) curve. To eliminate the capacitive currents, pulses were also applied from a holding potential of − 90 mV following the P/4 classical procedure and substracted from the test pulse for ICa to obtain the ICa without capacitive currents. In Fig. 6b , theI-V curves for ICa are shown in controls (Fig. 6b, left panel) and after the addition of 30 μM Pb 2+ (Fig. 6b, right panel) . Pb 2+ blocked ICa at all potentials tested in this experiment. The maximal peak of ICa was found at 0 or +20 mV in reference experiments (n = 8). When 30 μM Pb 2+ was added to the reference solution, ICa was inhibited at all potentials tested, and there was a slight shift of the maximal ICa peak towards positive potentials (0-10 mV) (Fig. 6d) .
The same type of experiment was conducted in tsA201 and in HEK 293 cells that expressed α1C, β2a and α2δ subunits of the rabbit cardiac Cav1.2 channels (Fig. 7) . The membrane conductance for Ca 2+ (gCa) was calculated from the I-V curve as well as for measurements from tails. From the I-V curve. it was obtained by the ratio ICa/(Vm-VCa) where Vm is the membrane potential from the applied pulse, VCa is the equilibrium potential for Ca 2+ and ICa is the Ca 2+ current elicited by the pulse (Vm). From tail currents. conductance was obtained from ICa at the instant of repolarization from the stimulus test pulse (Vm). Normalized average values (gCa/gCamax) for each membrane potential are shown in Fig. 7d , the half-activation potential was shifted towards more positive potentials (by~10 mV) and the slope increased to 8. These results suggest that blockage by Pb 2+ interferes with the gating activation mechanisms in Cav1.2 channels. The half-activation time for the maximal current was 12.5 ms in reference controls compared with 17 ms in Pb 2+ -treated cells. These results are consistent with blockage of the permeation pathway of BK channels by extracellular ions (Pb 2+ ) (Neyton and Pelleschi 1991) . As significant blockage occurred above − 40 mV, these data along with interference with the kinetics and steady state activation results are consistent with the hypothesis that most of the Pb 2+ blockage takes place during the opening pathway of the Cav1.2 channels. The fact that the steady state activation curve was modified by Pb 2+ (both the half-activation potential and the slope factor) suggests that Pb 2+ interferes with channel opening, modifying the Cav1.2 voltage sensor or its coupling to the Cav1.2 gate for opening. The extent of inactivation for all ICa recordings at different voltages was plotted against membrane voltage in Fig. 7e . The addition of Pb 2+ increased the extent of inactivation by~60% (from 0.7 to 0.3), particularly at voltages above − 20 mV that open the channels (as in Fig. 7d ). The lengths of the pulses were about 120 ms, suggesting that Pb 2+ increases a fast inactivation mechanism that could involve ion-dependent inactivation due to its ability to bind to calmodulin and act as an agonist for Ca 2+ (Halling et al. 2005; Kursula and Majava 2007) . The fast inactivation of Cav1.2 channels also affected their gating currents in a process dependent on the binding of divalent cations (Ferreira et al. 2003) . This result implies that. after channel opening, Pb 2+ remains in the proximity of the Cav1.2 channel permeation pathway or gating machinery and alters its inactivation properties. In summary, in addition to blocking the Cav1.2 channel, extracellular Pb 2+ alters the gating mechanism of these channels, slowing their activation and speeding up their inactivation. When Cav1.2 channels are inactivated, there is a shift of the half-distribution potential of the charge movement from the voltage sensor that follows a fast and slow kinetics processes. As these inactivation processes affect the movement of the voltage sensor, we have included them in the voltagedependent inactivation (VDI) (Ferreira et al. 2003) . Although it is not clear how fast VDI is related to ion-dependent inactivation, it seems that ion-dependent inactivation can affect gating currents, contrary to what was initially proposed (Babich et al. 2007; Shirokov et al. 1992 ). Therefore, we tested to see if there was a gating currents shift related to the fast inactivation that was enhanced by Pb 2+ . Finding this shift could mean that the fast inactivation that it is enhanced by Pb 2+ corresponds to fast VDI that could be related to ion-dependent inactivation. In addition, it has been shown that it is dependent on the presence of divalent cations in the permeation pathway (Ferreira et al. 2003) . Figure 7 presents experiments with Cav1.2 channels Pb 30 M Ctrl Fig. 7 Lead ions enhance the fast voltage-dependent inactivation of cardiac Cav1.2 channels expressed in tsA 201 cells. a A pulse protocol to study the shift of charge distribution promoted by inactivating-conditioning pulses of different lengths of time. The pulse shown with a horizontal arrow on top corresponds to the inactivating-conditioning pulse of varying duration (Tc). After conditioning, a test pulse was applied to record the gating currents. A very short interpulse to − 40 mV was applied to mimick the conditions used to study ICa in isolated cardiomyocytes. The procedure was done in control and in 30 μM Pb . The solid lines correspond to biexponential fits in control (black) and in 30 μM lead (dark gray). The half-activation potential (V 1/2 ) is shifted towards more negative values by conditioning the pulse more rapidly in the presence of 30 μM Pb 2+ than in controls. This result suggests that extracellular lead promotes fast VDI in cardiac Cav1.2 channels expressed in tsA 201 cells. Transfection was done by traditional calcium-phosphate methods using the Cal-Phos kit (ClonTech), as described previously (Ferreira et al. 1997b (Ferreira et al. , 2003 . To record gating currents, we applied a charge solution blocking the Cav1.2 channels with 1 μM Gd 3+ as detailed in Ferreira et al. (1997b Ferreira et al. ( , 2003 . In Fig. 7a , the pulse protocol that monitors the charge movement shift after conditioning inactivating pulses is shown. Stimulus test pulses were applied in charge solution from an interpulse at − 40 mV, and charge movement was measured in the OFF position. In Fig. 7b, , the OFF gating currents and charge movements were significantly reduced. The reduction was easily seen for inactivating, conditioning pulses lasting more than 100 ms. In Fig. 7c , the average values of the half-activation potentials obtained for the charge movement distribution after inactivating conditioning pulses are shown. As the length of the conditioning pulses were increased, the half-activation potentials of the charge movement were shifted towards negative values, indicating a VDI process. Most of the difference between the shift of the half-activation potential between reference controls and 30 μM Pb 2+ -treated cells occurred after 100 ms, and then it stabilized. This result suggested that extracellular Pb 2+ enhances VDI and that the promotion of fast inactivation observed in ICa in the presence of Pb 2+ (Fig. 6 ) is at least partially fast VDI, where Pb 2+ affects the movement and/or the coupling of the voltage sensor with channel opening. It is interesting to note that the effects of extracellular Pb 2+ on inactivation take place under blockage of the channel by Gd
3+
. This could be explained by sites related to gating of Cav1.2 channels and divalent ion occupancy of the extracellular milieu of the channels (Babich et al. 2005 (Babich et al. , 2007 and/or by multi-ion occupancy of the permeation pathway by the blocker and Pb 2+ Lansman et al. 1986 ). In summary, we found that the enhancement of fast inactivation of the currents by Pb 2+ could be explained by the promotion of fast VDI by this metal ion. The results presented in this paper allow us to speculate that the acute exposure of Cav1.2 channels to Pb 2+ is the result of the direct action of lead ions on the channels. This is likely because of the fast kinetics, the way that Pb 2+ affects ion and gating currents and the reversibility and of the observed effects. A possible interpretation of the effects of Pb 2+ on Cav1.2 channels is presented on Fig. 8 . The figure summarizes a possible interpretation of the results we obtained. Fig. 8a , b are the PDB files that have been submitted to NIH regarding the structure of calcium channels (PDB ID 4MVQ) (Tang et al. 2014a) . Figure 8a shows the upper view of the Cav1.2 channel according to the structural data. Enclosed in light blue circles delimited by red lines are indicated what are believed to be the pore domain (PD) and the voltage sensor domain (VSD) of the channel and one of the channel repeats, respectively. The PD has the structural underpinnings for the selectivity for Ca2+ of the Cav1.2 channels and the VSD for its voltage dependence. Under discussion is the importance and contribution of the domains from different channel repeats (Zamponi et al. 2015) . In Fig. 8b , a lateral view of the structure of the Cav1.2 channel is shown indicating two additional domains, a gate domain (GD), (the lower region pf the PD related to the opening and closing of the channel) and the coupling domain (CD) (a linking structure that couples the VSD with the GD). In Fig. 8c , a scheme is shown indicating all the domains and the possible direct action of lead ions on the Cav1.2 channels. Due to its structural similarity, Pb 2+ might interact directly with the PD (shown in purple) or the VSD (shown in red). It has been reported that extracellular Ca 2+ affects Cav1.2 gating (Babich et al. 2005) and Pb 2+ might substitute for Ca 2+ in the ion permeation pathway of the pore domain (shown as gray lines from Pb 2+ ) (Sather and McCleskey 2003; Tang et al. 2014b) . The experiments that suggest these possible interactions are those related from Fig. 5, 6 , 7. Alternatively, the CD (shown in green in Fig. 8c ) might be affected by lead ions if Pb 2+ blocks but still permeates the channel in small amounts, as has been reported for blockage mechanisms in several ion channels .
Finally, it is quite interesting that calmodulin binds to an IQ motif in the C-term region of the channel, and this is related to ion-dependent inactivation (CDI) (Halling et al. 2005; Peterson et al. 1999) . It is known that lead ions bind strongly to calmodulin and some other Ca 2+ − binding proteins like Calcineurin, with an agonist effect (Goering 1993; Gorkhali et al. 2016; Kirberger et al. 2013; Kirberger and Yang 2008; Ouyang and Vogel 1998) . This is a fast inactivation mechanism with a time constant in the order of tens of miliseconds in solutions with Ca 2+ . We and others have shown that there are at least two voltage-dependent mechanisms (VDI) in Cav1.2 channels. In particular, we have shown how these voltage-dependent inactivayion mechanisms affect Cav1.2 gating currents (Ferreira et al. 1999 (Ferreira et al. , 2003 . These findings were confirmed later by other groups with different procedures (Hering et al. 2000; Stotz et al. 2000) . However, it is unclear how fast VDI and CDI might be related. It is interesting to note that both fast VDI and CDI are dependent on the nature of the permeant ion and on the presence of divalent cations (Ferreira et al. 1999 (Ferreira et al. , 2001 (Ferreira et al. , 2003 . Cav1,2 beta subunits are also able to modify fast VDI (Kobrinsky et al. 2004; Pragnell et al. 1994; Stotz et al. 2000 Stotz et al. , 2004 Stotz and Zamponi 2001a, b) . Thus, we speculate that CDI and fast VDI can be related to the linker between Repeats I and II and that there is a putative interaction between the C-term calmodulin to this region or to the Cav1.2 channel β subunit. The results obtained with lead ions and our previous reports are consistent with this notion (Ferreira et al. 1997b (Ferreira et al. , 1998 (Ferreira et al. , 1999 (Ferreira et al. , 2001 (Ferreira et al. , 2003 . If Pb 2+ permeates the channel and binds as an agonist to Calmodulin, it is expected that lead ions will increase both CDI and fast VDI, as has been reported in this paper. We did not observe an effect on calcium-dependent facilitation, which has been proposed to be promoted by binding of Ca 2+ to two different Ca 2+ binding sites, possibly located on the Nterminal lobe of calmodulin binding sites on Cav1.2 channels (Dzhura et al. 2000; Liang et al. 2003; Zuhlke et al. 1999) . These sites have different affinities for divalent cations than the ones associated with CDI, located in the C-terminal lobe of calmodulin binding sites in Cav1.2 channels. They also show distinct conformational changes upon divalent cation binding that affect Cav1.2 channel gating in different ways Poomvanicha et al. 2011) . These reported differences are a likely explanation for the absence of Ca 2+ -dependent facilitation by Pb 2+ . Finally, we have developed a basic kinetic nine-state model to explain the experimental inactivation of Cav1.2 channel currents and charge immobilization. This model was developed in IDL 7 (Harris Geospatial Solutions/Research Systems), with a system of differential equations that summarizes the possible transitions in the gating pathways. It is described in detail in a previous publication (Ferreira et al. 2003) . We used this model to simulate the experimental results obtained with Pb 2+ . The nine-state model and the mathemathical simulations of ionic and gating currents using this model are shown in Fig. 9 . The nine-state model is a basic gating model for the Cav1.2 channels that attempts to explain channel inactivation in ionic and gating currents. In Fig. 9a . This model also assumes that the affinity of the ion for the pore is 5-10 times higher for Pb 2+ than for Ca
2+
. This results in a reducing and blocking of the current in Cav1.2 channels (see gray or upper trace for the simulation in the presence of Pb 2+ and Ca 2+ together). As a result, the simulated ionic currents show increased fast inactivation, and they are reduced in magnitude similar to what has been seen experimentally in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 9c , the I-V curves obtained by simulation for the control and experiment in the presence of Pb 2+ are shown. Pb 2+ reduces calcium currents at all potentials, similar to what we reported in Figs. 5, and 6. In Fig. 9d , the gating currents at high temporal resolution obtained with this model are shown using the same assumptions. The simulation in Fig. 9d reproduces quite well the experimental result shown in Fig. 7 . (Ferreira et al. 2003) .
In summary, we have attempted to explain with a structural and a kinetic model the direct effects of Pb 2+ on the Cav1.2 channels. These results are interesting in the context of lead poisoning but also in explaining the gating of Cav1.2 channels and its modulation by Pb 2+ .
Concluding remarks
Here, we have shown that Pb 2+ alters cardiac functioning at concentrations in the micromolar range. The maximal values accepted as minimal risk to chronic lead exposure by the WHO are actually around 10 μg/dl (which is roughly 0.5 μM). During acute lead poisoning Pb 2+ levels can easily be 10-100 times higher Madhusudhanan and Lall 2007; , reaching concentrations between 5 and 50 μM. Most of the research on lead poisoning has focused on its neurotoxic and cognitive effects (Garza et al. 2006; Neal and Guilarte 2010; White et al. 2007 ). Using isolated guinea pig hearts, which is a good model for the human heart, we found significant effects of low concentrations of Pb 2+ on cardiac function that could compromise health via cardiac toxicity. Exposure to extracellular lead ions promoted , gating currents and charge movement are reduced. This simulation reproduces the experimental result shown in Fig. 7 a decrease in contractility that can be explained by blockage of the L-type Cav1.2 Ca 2+ channels. We speculate that the blockage of this current inhibits Ca 2+ -induced-Ca 2+ release (CICR) from the SR, reducing the contractility of the heart. This was also suggested by a reduction of the speed of contraction in the presence of extracellular Pb 2+ . In addition, extracellular Pb 2+ also modified the gating properties of these channels, reducing their activation and increasing their inactivation. This modification of the gating properties of the Cav1.2 channels enhances the inhibition of CICR.
Cardiac excitability was also altered by extracellular Pb 2+ . Heart beat frequency was increased and later inhibited by lead ions, although the most dramatic change was the appearance of early pro-arrhytmic, after-depolarizations at increasing concentrations of Pb 2+ exposure. Heart contractions were also changed from their characteristic regular times and amplitudes. Our results indicated that heart functioning has to be thoroughly evaluated in lead poisoning, especially in patients with acute lead ion exposure. In addition, one of the methods to block acute cardiotoxicity from lead ions is complete removal, or the promotion of counteracting effects on the Cav1.2 channels. Since Cav1.2 channels are widely distributed in different cells and tissues, studies of lead ion toxicity on these channels in the heart can be extrapolated to other cells, tissues and organ types in which Cav1.2 channels play a critical physiological role. Alternative explanations for a direct effect of Pb 2+ on Ca 2+ channels might be 1− a direct effect of Pb 2+ on other ion channels and transporters critical for CICR, such as the Ryanodine receptor type 2 channels from the SR, the Ca 2+ pumps from the SR and the plasma membrane or the NCX transporter. Additionally, there could be indirect effects of Pb 2+ on Ca 2+ signaling pathways and redox systems, disrupting the calcium homeostasis. Though all these alternative mechanisms might play a role, the kinetics of the observed effects and independence of the cell systems argue in favor of Pb 2+ acting directly through Cav1.2 channels. Exactly how lead ions interfere directly with Cav1.2 channels is not known, but it could be explained by fast binding kineticsof on and very slow kinetics of off reactions with Cav1.2 channels. Based on our results, we are continuing to develop in our laboratories additional experiments to further test the cardiotoxicity of lead ions.
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